In this edition of *Australian Grains Update* be updated on predicted 2014 local area wheat yields; learn all about Australian Prime Hard (APH) wheat and why customers value it and meet Aussie APH wheat grower Arthur Gearon.

Also, find out about new major investments in Australia’s grain supply chain infrastructure and why this is good news for customers of Australian grain.

If you like what you read below click [here](mailto:subscribe) to subscribe to future editions of *Australian Grains Update*.

---

**Predicted local area wheat yields**

Below average rainfall across southern Australia in August and early September has caused crop yield rankings to fall in some areas while the southern half of the Western Australian wheatbelt, northern and central areas of South Australia and parts of southern New South Wales have higher predicted yields.

[Find out more >>](#)

---

**New infrastructure investments mirror thriving Australian grains industry**

Major new investments in Australia’s grain supply chain infrastructure are opening the industry up to competition for exportable grain. Additional port capacity will ensure increased volumes of grain can be exported at critical times.

[Find out more >>](#)
All about Australian Prime Hard (APH) wheat

Australia produces eight major wheat classes to meet the requirements for a diverse range of end-uses. Australian Prime Hard (APH) is Australia’s highest protein milling wheat with excellent quality characteristics. Only wheat varieties of the highest standard will be exported as APH.

Find out more>>

Meet your APH producer

Fifth generation farmer Arthur Gearon operates a mixed farming enterprise “Bealla” with his parents, Paul and Naureen and his wife Nikki in south–east Queensland. Arthur finds immense satisfaction in feeding the world and takes great pride in growing the best crops possible.

Find out more>>

Setting world standards in food safety

The Australian grains industry prides itself on the quality of Australian grain exports and has a number of systems and processes to provide export customers with high quality grain. These checks extend across the value chain.

Find out more>>

We’d like to hear back from you!

Share your feedback and ideas with AEGIC here.